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1 Introdu tion
In previous papers (Pretka and Dyb zy«ski, 1994; Dyb zy«ski and Pretka, 1996) we presented detailed analysis of sele ted examples of the long-term evolution of the orbit of Oort
loud omets under the inuen e of the gala ti disk tidal for e, as well as some statisti al
hara teristi s of the simulated observable omet population. This paper presents further
improvements in our Monte Carlo simulation programme whi h allow us to represent in a
better way the real pro esses of produ tion of observable omets due to gala ti perturbations.

2 Simulation Method Improvement
In our se ond paper (Dyb zy«ski and Pretka, 1996), following some other authors (see for
example (Matese and Whitman, 1989, 1992)), we treated a omet as observable when its
os ulating perihelion distan e de reased below some adopted observability limit (5 AU in
our ase). Limiting the investigation to the evolution of os ulating elements allowed us
to use very fast and e ient averaged Hamiltonian equations of motion in our simulation.
However, further detailed analysis of the problem showed that the adopted observability
denition was insu ient: what makes a omet observable is not its os ulating perihelion
distan e but its true distan e from the Sun, smaller than some adopted threshold value. It
may happen that when the os ulating perihelion distan e is at its smallest, the omet is
around its aphelion distan e. An example of su h a situation is shown in Figures 1a,b, .
All three parts of this gure present the long-term evolution of the os ulating perihelion
distan e (thi k line) and the helio entri distan e of the omet (thin line) in three dierent
s ales. In Figures 1b, the horizontal line denotes the limit of observability. The highest
magni ation (Figure 1 ) reveals the os ulating perihelion distan e hanges in the vi inity
of two onse utive perihelion passages of the omet. One an see that when the os ulating
perihelion distan e passes below the 5 AU limit the omet is nevertheless pretty far from the
Sun.
The most e ient way to follow the true distan e of a omet from the Sun in our problem
is to integrate numeri ally the basi equations of motion in re tangular oordinates. In the
present ase, whi h in ludes so far only the gala ti disk tidal perturbations, these equations
are very simple (Heisler, 1990):
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with  = 0:185M =p 3 (Bah all, 1984). As the aim of our resear h is to des ribe the
simulated population of observable omets resulting from gala ti disk tidal a tion so we
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Figure 1: Long-term evolution of the os ulating perihelion distan e (thi k line) and the
helio entri distan e of the omet (thin line).
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Figure 2: Long-term evolution of the os ulating perihelion distan e and the helio entri
distan e of the omet. Additional urves present hanges in: argument of perihelion (A)
and in lination (B). Both are related to the gala ti disk plane.
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Figure 3: Argument of perihelion distributions for simulated observable omets for three
dierent simulation rules.
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Figure 4: Argument of perihelion distributions for simulated (A) and really observed (B)
omets. Part B presents 289 one-apparition ometary orbits from the Marsden atalogue.
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used our Monte Carlo simulation programme as follows: we generated initial onditions from
the adopted Oort loud `steady state' orbit distribution and integrated the motion of this
single omet during 500 million years, re ording the os ulating orbital elements whenever the
omet appeared in the region of observability. The Oort loud `steady state' distributions
of semimajor axis and e entri ity were adopted from the important paper by Dun an et al.
(1987). For the angular elements we adopted uniform distributions for the argument of
perihelion and the osine of in lination. Given the axial symmetry of the problem, the
longitude of the as ending node does not play any role here.
From Figure 2 one an guess, that it would be very interesting to examine the argument
of perihelion and in lination distributions for the simulated observable omet population.
The a tion of the gala ti disk tidal perturbation for es rapid hanges in these os ulating
elements just when the os ulating perihelion distan e is around its minimum. But, a omet
may be observed before, during or after the time of o urren e of this minimum. Thus,
when we observe omets before the minimum of the os ulating perihelion distan e we always
observe the argument of perihelion to be less than 90Æ (or 270Æ in the symmetri al ase), but
when observing after minimum we registered this os ulating element as greater than 90Æ (or
270Æ ). For omets with smaller semimajor axes (say several thousand AU) we may be sure
to observe it before the minimum of the os ulating perihelion distan e be ause there exist
(typi ally) several, sometimes more than a dozen perihelion passages with perihelion distan e
less than the observability threshold before the minimum o urs. When the semimajor axis
of a omet is larger (several tens of thousands of AU) the probability of observing a omet
before and after perihelion minimum be omes equal. The hanges of the os ulating perihelion
distan e are mu h faster in this ase so that we an typi ally observe (in the sense des ribed
previously) only one or sometimes two perihelion passages during a single minimum.
Another question arises: should we re ord only the very rst perihelion passage (and
afterwards treat that omet as lost from the Oort loud) or should we allow (with some
probability) some omets to return to the Oort loud and to be observed (and registered in
our distributions) again? It is obvious that some real observed omets do not experien e
strong planetary perturbations and return to the Oort loud without any hange in their
orbits. In our simulation programme we de ided to introdu e a me hanism whi h allows
a omet to be observed and registered again with some (so far onstant) probability. For
the test simulations we adopted this probability equal to 0.5 (we all this parameter the
Solar System transparen y oe ient). This means that we registered all the rst perihelion
passages of omets passing the observability sphere, half of all the se ond perihelion passages,
a quarter of the third and so on.

3 Results and Con lusions
We performed several dierent simulations to ompare the importan e of some parameters
and the adopted rules for produ ing observable omet distributions. In Figures 3a,b one an
ompare distributions of the argument of perihelion for xed semimajor axis (a=20 000 AU)
with dierent simulation s hemes: in Figure 3a we registered only the very rst perihelion
passage through the observability region of ea h omet and in Figure 3b we allowed for
several onse utive perihelion passages of the same omet with probability equal to 0.5 (we
all this probability the planetary system transparen y oe ient). As was stated, the rst
perihelion passage (even for the not very small semimajor axis here) o urs almost always
when the argument of perihelion lies in the rst (or third) quarter. One an observe this
os ulating element in the se ond (fourth) quarter when one allows for the se ond, third and
subsequent perihelion passages of the same omet to be registered (as `observed').
However, in Figure 3 one an observe that slightly in reasing the (again xed) semimajor
axis an lead to a result very similar to that shown in Figure 3b, but with only the rst
perihelion passage registered. We re ognize this problem as very deli ate and as we stated
the nal result of the simulation (with semimajor axis randomly hosen from the adopted
distribution) will be strongly dependent on the `steady state' Oort loud distribution and
the planetary system transparen y oe ient. We performed su h a simulation with the
initial distributions des ribed earlier and obtained the argument of perihelion distribution
of observable omets shown in Figure 4a. For omparison we present in Figure 4b the
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distribution of the same element for the real a tually observed one-apparition omets taken
from the Marsden atalogue (Marsden and Williams, 1996). Among the on lusions we
want to state also, that the solar system transparen y oe ient plays an important role
in the investigation of the long term orbital evolution of the Oort loud omets. Further
investigations on its value and dependen e on orbital elements are ne essary.
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